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Under the Skin is an animation depicting the struggles of Laila, a fictional ten-year-old 
Salvadoran girl child who risks her life crossing the desert to realize her dream of finding a better 
life in America. 
Through Laila's experiences inside the American Immigration system, Under the Skin 
focuses on the vicissitudes and emotions that unaccompanied migrant children (UMC) arriving 
in the US across the US-Mexico border encounter.  
By combining 2D animation and soundscapes with hand-made textures and paintings, 
this art film puts a human face to the ongoing immigration crisis.  The organic, almost tactile 
universes created by these textures enhance the details of the animation to emphasize that 
unaccompanied immigrant children, and immigrants in general, are human beings who deserve 
to be treated with dignity, regardless of their skin color or their socioeconomic and cultural 
background.  
 
1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION  
Under the Skin has a unique animation aesthetic, created by blending cutting-edge digital 
technology with fine arts techniques that adds strength and meaning to the characters facial 
expressions and body language.  In this animation, the fear, inhumane treatment, inadequate 
sanitary and hygiene conditions, as well as the legal obstacles that immigrant children face at the 
detention facilities, while in custody of the US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) are 
conveyed through the fusion of the material world with the digital world, and a combination of 




          1.1 AESTHETIC APPROACH  
The distinctive tactile look of the piece is created by applying layers of cacao, coffee, 
sugar, and annatto powder, primary sustenance crops of the Northern-Triangle farmers, to 
handmade paper sheets. After the coated paper sheets are prepared, they are baked in the oven to 
melt the products into the paper, resulting in the unique textures and colors used to create the 
scene’s environments, and the characters’ clothing and skin colors. 
 While other textures and colors of the animation are made with materials used by the 
Maya to create colors, such as white clay, Indigofera leaves and ferric oxide powder.  Diluted 
layers of these organic and inorganic materials are applied to the recycled, handmade paper, 
heightening the textures of the materials, while connecting Under the Skin with my previous 
recycled paperwork’s series. 
Lastly, to obtain the blue-green color of Laila’s pants, each layer of Anil or Indigofera 
leaves was exposed to the sun, creating a chemical reaction that transformed the green color of 
the powder into blue. 
According to the Maya beliefs, the color blue-green or fifth color, was at the center of the 
four cardinal points, running perpendicular from the sky or spiritual world to the underworld.  
The blue-green color of Laila's pants represents Laila's Maya descendance. Her light-yellow T-




Fig. 1 Laila’s Pants, Indigofera plant.                Fig. 2 Laila’s T-Shirt, Sugar. 
 
As described in the book The Maya: The Story of A People, The ancient Maya created 
their own colors using natural pigments and minerals which have survived until now. They also 
believed that specific colors had specific spiritual meaning and represented the Four Cardinal 
Directions, red represented East, white North, black West, and yellow South.  
The Maya were one of the most evolved pre-Columbian civilizations of the Yucatan 
Peninsula. Nowadays, Maya descendants are part of the Indigenous populations of southern 
Mexico and the Northern Triangle countries: Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador. The ancient 
Maya had a quite advanced writing system and art. 
The Maya conception of colors resonates deeply with me. It felt like an opportunity to 
connect the project's research and my art practice to create the aesthetics of Under the Skin. A 
critical aspect of my art praxis has always been the creation, exploration and/or use of 
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unconventional materials in my sculptures and installations, giving me a distinctive way to 
represent the conceptual meaning behind my artworks. 
Another example of this recurrent practice in Under the Skin is Laila’s skin, which is 
created from my own skin, referring to my own immigration experience and emphasizing the 
human condition of the animation’s character. The incorporation of my own skin into the 
animation also connects the film to my body-art series. 
In the film, the use of materials and crops from Central America symbolizes the Maya 
identity and history of the UMC. Cacao, together with sugar, coffee, and bananas, is part of the 
primary sustenance of Central American farmers. These main crops play a key role in the 
intertwining of the United States and Central American countries. Walter Lafeber's book, 
Inevitable Revolutions, about the relationship of Central America with the US, is marked by a 
relation of "interdependency," tied in part to Central America's main agricultural products. These 
products until now have been commercialized by American companies in partnership with a few 
corrupt oligarchs, deepening the precarious local farm economy. 
Most of the unaccompanied children in the immigrant caravans are from the Northern-
Triangle countries (El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala). Many of them are indigenous 
descendants, speak Mayan dialects, and little or no Spanish.  
The 2000 to 3000-mile journey of unaccompanied immigrant children (UMC) begins on 
foot. They walk from their country of origin to the Mexico-Guatemala border, where they 
clamber atop the train known as “la bestia” or the beast. 
En route to the US, UMC often endure the same harsh conditions that they experience in 




These children venture on this odyssey despite knowing the risks, because they hope to 
improve their living conditions and reunite with a parent or a relative who lives in the US.1  
However, as a consequence of the US’ arbitrary immigration policies, upon entering the country 
they confront a reality that does not match their expectations, and which instead prolongs their 
fear and uncertainty. They face detention, the threat of deportation, a lack of trust in authorities, 
uncertainty about the future, and tortuous legal processes. Unaccompanied immigrant children 
also need to deal with language and communication challenges that often do not correspond to 
their skill or experience level.2 
The title Under the Skin refers to the fear and anxiety UMC endure, during their time at 
the detention facilities. To illustrate these feelings, the animation emphasizes the facial 
expressions and the body movements of the characters; the face, the body’s posture, arm and 
hand movements play an important role in the process of communication and expression of 
emotions. For example, the movements of the mouth of the police who conducts Laila’s 
interview are animated following the English pronunciation of the interview’s words, to give a 
more realistic, frightening look to the scene.  
          As a way to convey Laila’s bewilderment when exposed to terrifying experiences, 
such as when she finds herself all alone in the desert, or wakes up inside the icebox, unable to 
speak or understand the language, Laila’s character is animated bringing attention to her body 
language, and hands and facial expressions movements.  Laila’s cultural shock and inability to 
understand and speak English is reinforced by the use of abstract images and sonic techniques 
 
1 Fernandez Manny, Jordan Miriam, “3-Year-Old Found Alone at Border Is One of Many ‘Heartbreaking’ 
Migrant Cases,” New York Times, April 24, 2019, https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/us/toddler-border-
patrol-migrant-children.html 
 





throughout the animation. In fact, Under the Skin avoids voice-over and dialogues specifically so 
as to sensitize the audience to this predicament, the character’s inability to comprehend the 
language. 
1.2 SCENE DESCRIPTIONS  
The animation’s first scene takes place in the desert, a vast, beautiful land that holds 
human remains and the stories of the people who died on their way to the American dream. 
Richard Misrach’s photographic series Border Cantos, portraying a mélange of objects 
abandoned by immigrants in the desert, influenced my decision to begin my animation at the 
desert.  
The camera zooms into the mountains to reveal Laila, covered in her fabric blanket. 
Laila's blanket has a symbol imprinted that means Cacao or KaKaWa in the ancient Mayan 
language, representing Laila's origins. The colors and textures of the blanket use cacao powder.  
 




Protected by her kakawa blanket, Laila reaches the desert, where she surrenders to 
exhaustion and is apprehended by Border Patrol agents or by border Militias. Abstract animation 
of the sky and the sound of a car approaching represent this part.3 
A fluorescent light’s animation visually represents a transition between the desert and the 
detention facility scenes. 
When Laila wakes up, she finds herself covered in a plastic blanket, inside the detention 
center or icebox. The name icebox, or hielera in Spanish, has two connotations; one relates to the 
acronym for Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), while the other refers to the freezing 
air conditioning temperatures inside these facilities.4 
The scene’s backgrounds and characters of the animation are made from the textures and 
colors mentioned above.  For example, the icebox floor is made from coffee powder and the land 
of the outdoor scenes is made from mixing coffee, annatto and ferric oxide. Additionally, the 
walls and ceiling are produced from white clay with digital drawings on top. The secondary 
characters' clothing has the texture of the Northern Triangle’s crops.  From a combination of 
these crops and plant’s pigments, a color palette was created and is used to draw and paint the 
characters’ skin, hair and bodies to reinforce their origins. 
 
3Jones Ryan Christopher, “Cross-Border Patrols, Mercenaries and the K.K.K.: The Long History of Border 











Fig. 4 Icebox Floor/ coffee 
 




Fig. 6 Wall/ white clay and ferric oxide. 
 
Fig. 7 White clay/ Ceiling. 
When immigrants arrive at the icebox, they receive a mylar blanket to wrap themselves 
in. However, these blankets do not warm the body. Instead, they produce a highly irritating noise 
every time a person moves. The frigid temperatures, together with the blanket's noise, and the 
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lights being on 24 hours a day deprive the immigrant children of sleep, which can have serious, 
long-term repercussions on a child's cognitive and emotional development.5 
This frigid, noisy, unwelcoming world is represented by irritating sonic experiences 
created using variations on the loudness of the mylar blanket’s sound and the hum of the 
fluorescent lights, combined with steps, breathing and other background noises. 
The use of constant white noise, light and exposure to extremely cold temperatures, are 
torture tactics that have been prohibited by the UN’s committee against torture. However, 
sensory deprivation techniques, known as enhanced interrogations techniques, were first 
approved by George W. Bush after 9/11 and have been used by the CIA as torture tactics. 
Despite the Obama’s administration efforts to eliminate these techniques of torture, they 
continue to be used by the military and by ICE at the immigrant detention facilities. In the 
animation, these practices are revealed through sound and abstract visuals. 
The hum of the fluorescent lights and the high-pitched noise of the blankets, together 
with fragments of the UMC kids' voices, recorded by the non-profit newsroom ProPublica, create 
the soundscape of the icebox scenes. Foley sound effects created from a mylar blanket purchased 
online reproduce the blankets' sounds.  
In the subsequent scenes, through Laila's point of view and experiences we learn about 
the detention facilities’ precarious hygiene conditions, and the limited access to bathrooms. 
These conditions have been widely denounced by news reporters, the American Immigration 
Lawyers Association (AILA), and AI Justice, a non-profit law firm. 
 
5 Troxel Wendy M., Ligor Douglas, “Sleep Deprivation Could Do Long-Term D Sleep Deprivation Could 







The TV scenes, in which Laila watches Donald Trump speaking about immigrants, is an 
opportunity to denounce further the deplorable treatment that immigrants receive under the 
current immigrant policies. Moreover, the scenes underline the character's inability to understand 
the foreign language. 
 Decoding Donald Trump's xenophobic speeches about immigrants and the caravans, I 
present how in his speeches the president refers to the people in the caravans. To quote: "You 
would not believe how bad these people are; these are not people; these are animals."6 
In Under the Skin, these devastating remarks are represented by the animation parody of 
Trump giving a televised speech from the White House. This TV scene alternates with the 
animation of Laila watching TV while trying to understand what the president says and imitating 
him to learn English.  
1.3 RESEARCH ANALYSIS  
Over the last two years of research, this project has evolved tremendously, driven by my 
desire to find answers to the questions: Who are these kids? Where do they come from? Why do 
they travel unaccompanied? Do they have parents? Why do they come to the US?  
As John Washington explained, the US intervention in Central America circumscribed 
those peoples’ economic sphere as well as the political one. (Washington, 2020,181). 
An example of that is El Salvador. During the 1980s Salvadoran civil war, more than 
50,000 civilians were slaughtered or disappeared by death squads under orders from the 
 







Salvadoran military. These militaries, trained and financed by the US, opposed any economic 
improvement.  
As a consequence of the war and American foreign policy, from the 1980s to the 1990s, 
465,000 Salvadorans immigrated to the US. This explains why many unaccompanied kids come 
to the US, hoping to reunite with relatives who live here. 
On top of that, the two main street gangs, Barrio 18 and MS13, were founded in Los 
Angeles prisons and later reexported to El Salvador. These gangs are one of the main reasons 
why people from the region seek asylum in the US.  
Valeria Luiselli's book, Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay In 40 Questions, is a fantastic 
compilation of UMC kids' stories. It helped enlighten several of the Under the Skin project’s 
scenes. I learned that many of the kids are Mayan descendants and only speak Mayan dialects. 
This information influenced the decision to depict Laila's character as being of Mayan descent. 
Valeria Luiselli is a Mexican author who worked as a volunteer Spanish translator in 
New York courts, helping immigrant kids to answer the "intake interview or screening." These 
interviews comprise of a series of questions that UMC need to answer to determine if they will 
be considered asylum seekers or deported. 
Luiselli recounts the kid's interviews, and the sudden deportation of some UCM inspired 
Under the Skin's two last scenes. 
The scenes begin with Laila sitting in front of an ICE officer, trying to understand what 
the agent is asking her. The camera switches between the agent's irritated expression and Laila's 
disconcerted countenance. A camera closes up, following the agent's face stamping the girl's 
deportation. When the stamp touches the paper, the ink splashes all over, slowly spreading across 
the papers on the table until the entire screen turns black. The soundscape of the scene starts with 
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the incomprehensible English words of the ICE officer, followed by the sound of the stamp 
touching the paper, the icebox background noises, the sound of a car approaching, and the 
slamming of a door. Afterwards, we hear the sound of the wind, as the dark-brown screen 
transitions to reveal Laila wrapped in her Maya blanket, surrounded by the mountains of the 
desert.  
Finding the best and appropriate ending for the animation has been a great challenge. My 
initial inclination was towards a happy climax, even knowing that many kids in past years have 
been deported or transferred to permanent detention facilities all over the country. However, 
after reading some articles uncovering the sudden night deportation of 915 kids even as the 
COVID-19 pandemic is raging, 7 Laila's deportation was perhaps unavoidable.8 Although Laila is 
a fictional character, Under the Skin is based on real life stories, to raise public awareness about 
the current immigration policies and their consequences. 
“There are deeper strata of truth in cinema, and there is such a thing as poetic, ecstatic 
truth. It is mysterious and elusive and can be reached only through fabrication and imagination 
and stylization” Werner Herzog.” 
In Digital Art, Christiane Paul observes that the representation of reality played an 
essential part in the history of film and video.   
 
7 Dickerson Caitlin, “10 Years Old, Tearful and Confused After a Sudden Deportation” The New York 




8 Kriel Lomi, “The Trump administration is rushing deportations of migrant children during coronavirus” 





Under the Skin art film, as digital media, combines digital effects and cinematic 
techniques with fine art techniques such as hand drawing and the creation of colors and textures 
explained above to recreate and represent reality.  
The emotional aspects of the project led me to choose animation and sound as a medium 
because animation allows the freedom to depict unaccompanied immigrant children's traumatic 
experiences without the constraints of interviews due to the impossibility of accessing the 
detention facilities.  
A great example of animation based on real events is Waltz with Bashir, an animated war 
documentary by the Israeli artist, Ari Folman. This animation depicts Folman’s memory loss as a 
consequence of the 1982 Lebanon War. 
Another example of animation dealing with political reality is The Breadwinner, which 
depicts life in Kabul under the Taliban regime from the POV of an eleven-year-old girl.  A final 
example is Last Day of Freedom by Dee Hibbert-Jones and Nomi Talisman, an animated short-
documentary, which addresses racism, mental Health issues and the US criminal Justice system.  
1.4 CHALLENGES 
Animation is a new media for me, finding the best way to bring together the intellectual 
research using these techniques, while trying to evoke the character's emotions, and adopting my 
own stylistic approach has been a great challenge. It pushed me to learn new programs, such as 
Duik, to achieve a fluid, 3-dimensional look of the animated characters, and learn about other 
artists' working process. 
Daniel Souza’s animation Feral is an excellent example of an artist who explores 
emotions and questions about what it means to be human. Feral, like Under the Skin, was made 
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by only one animator. Learning about Souza’s working process helped me to find a better way to 
create and organize my own working process. For example, it led me begin the animation 
process by first animating the main character instead of animating the whole scenes at the same 
time. 
Another reference I used was George Takei’s emotive memoir. They Called Us Enemy is 
Takei’s firsthand account about the feeling of growing up in an atmosphere of legalized racism. 
This graphic novel enabled me to find my own expressive way of visually representing people, 
mainly children, in internment prisons and drawing the characters’ facial expressions in a more 
compelling, emotive way. It also helped with the storyboard creation. 
 
 
1.5 CONNECTION WITH PREVIOUS WORKS  
Some of my previous works related to my thesis theme include Digital-Self-Identification 
Card and Mis-Communication. The computer-based installation Digital-Self-Identification Card 
invites participants to identify themselves by using a set of categories based on identity, as 
opposed to race. This installation points out American immigration process which classify 
people thru the filling of a form focusing on skin color and country of origin, a process which 
reinforces stereotypes and discrimination. This work connects with Under the Skin by 
scrutinizing the American immigration system.  
Mis-Communication, another interactive installation, explores the manner in which we 
communicate using body movement, while also evaluating how this non-linear way of 
expression transcends established modes of communication that are shaped and determined by 
specific cultural values and language. Using a software (MAX/MSP) and a camera, to read the 
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white pixels of the participant's images, I generate a closed loop that translates this information 
into random, non-understandable sounds and words that depict people's body language. 
2 AUDIENCE AND EXHIBITION 
As the Under the Skin project combines animation and sound to address issues of 
immigration such as inadequate immigration policies and displacement, realities that are 
common today to other countries besides the US, there are various art venues within and outside 
the US where this piece can be exhibited. My goal is to exhibit this project in art galleries and 
cultural centers. I also envision presenting this piece at global film and animation competitions 
that are dedicated to human rights and immigration, such as The Human Rights Film Festival 
Barcelona and The Global Migration Film Festival. 
Furthermore, I endeavor to use this project to participate in cultural institution and art 
events that focus on discussions about today’s immigration policies, and on promoting political 
and social changes. An example of that are IMFest (the immigrants Art Festival) and TIBA (The 
Immigrant Artist Biennial), art platforms that encourage conversations about xenophobia and 
displacement thru art. 
 
3 CONNECTION TO THESIS SUBJECT 
“Ethics is about how we inhabit uncertainty, together. It is not about judging each other 
right or wrong” (Massumi, 2015). 
When I first immigrated to Miami, I became aware that the local Latino Community, 
mainly from Central America and the Caribbean, reflects the racial makeup and labor force of 
the city, independent of people’s legal status. After Donald Trump came to power, and precisely 
when the caravans from Central America started to arrive, the notion of what it means to be a 
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“Latino” in the US changed. The American Dream of illegal immigrants has since become a 
nightmare of fear and uncertainty.  
The news of UMC kids being kept at the US-Mexico border detention center before being 
deported or transferred to permanent detention facilities in Florida creates a state of collective 
panic and frustration within Miami immigrant’s community. People who have built their lives in 
this country now do not risk circulating outside their neighborhood, for fear of deportation and 
the removal of their children. 
 The immigration of unaccompanied children to Miami began from the times of the Cold 
War. From 1960 to 1962, Catholic charities of the Archdiocese of Miami were responsible for 
the “Operativo Pedro Pan.” A program created by the US State Department to undermine the 
Cuban revolution, this consisted of waiving entry visas for any minor Cuban wishing to migrate 
to the United States. Miami immigrant children’s history and the anxiety generated by the 
current immigration policies led me to focus on the most vulnerable of the immigrant caravans, 
the unaccompanied immigrant children. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
To live harmoniously, we need to understand the emotions that affect us, and the effects 
these emotions have on us, both on an individual and a collective level. We live in an 
interconnected world, wherein the issues affecting one part of society impact society in its 
entirety. The absence of fair and adequate immigration policies and the mistreatment of people 
who are obliged to flee their home country have a significant impact on society. 
According to Brian Massumi book, affect is a way to connect with others and their 
situations. (Massumi, 2015,110). This interpretation of affect establishes a relationship between 
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immigrants and society. It can be compared to ripples expanding across the water when an 
object is dropped in. In this case, our body denotes the object affected by the waves of effects 
disseminated into society. By creating an emotionally stirring portrayal of unaccompanied 
immigrant children, Under the Skin aims to call attention to the dehumanizing processes of the 
American immigration system, and to set a path towards greater understanding and empathy for 
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